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Honors world history unit 3 study guide answers

For your enjoyment - Ella playing in the snow! ella_snow.movFile Size: 3017 kbFile Type: Know diversity units that study movDownload file topics Know the vocabulary of diversity, review wealth inequality, review gender biases and stereotypes, review government institutional racism types Know different
types of government and different examples of biases in each map projection characteristic map), Map vs. Globe (advantages and disadvantages of each), what are predictions? where did early humans come from?, how did they communicate, how did early humans live? &amp;Steel - Ep. 1 Why Does
Papua New Guinea Never Move Forward?, Positive Feedback Loops of Early Civilizations?, Different Geographical Advantages (Animal Types, Plant Types, Climate/Environments)?Agricultural Revolution Surplus (How Does Specialization Affect The Growth of Civilizations),What is the impact on
civilization, what is the impact on civilization, what is the impact on civilization, and the development of early civilizations in the progress of civilization Ch. 1. Section 3 What are the seven characteristics of early civilizations and their impact on civilizations? How does civilization develop? Why do functions
limit civilization? Which functions benefit civilization? Origin stories Stories of Egyptian origin (what were the main events?), common features of origin stories What are the religions of the five major worlds they are, each concrete belief, how many believers, Bibles and multi-theories, Rituals and customs
of each religion, silk road goods traded on the Silk Road (what important goods were traded), where the Silk Road went (different routes, lands and water, etc.), the influence of the Silk Road on the world (influences of both Asia and Europe) . How the disease spread, what was the effect of the disease on
Europe, the influence of the Black Death on the church Renaissance medieval vs. Renaissance (what were the differences in education, churches, governments, social structures), Renaissance art (what new techniques were used, was it a famous artist at the time,What was the impact of italy vs. northern
Renaissance (difference), Renaissance literature, Elizabethan period, printing press (who invented it, where the technology came from, the influence of the printing press), the Renaissance on Europe? What were the inventions that allowed, Columbus, Cortez, Pissarro (where they came from, what they
did, where they discovered them, what did people know), important cultural information about the Aztecs, the Incas, the Mayans, and their influence on indigenous peoples? European advantages over native populations Guns, bacteria, steel - episode 2 Why Spain could easily conquer the Incas is that
even if it outweighed the geographical luck for Europe (explaining the connection to the Silk Road and explaining how contact with livestock got crops/livestock from Asia) cultural factors like writing Europe gave Europe an edge or major symptoms of the disease, Native lands and influences on the
conquest of the people Columbia Exchange What were the major products that came from the old world, what were the conditions, middle passages that came from the new world of triangular trade? What products were traded on each leg of the journey and why was the exchange important? What were
the issues we saw in the Reformation Church (how did it affect the world and did it change the world)?, what is indulging? Who is Martin Luther?, where is Martin Luther's main idea? What did Trent Council decide, and what was decided, who was widely persecuted as witches? Why were Jews persecuted
during the Reformation? Know how to arrive in the scientific revolution Learn about the laws of gravity as the power to control all objects in Brah, Copernicus, Newton, Descartes, Boyle, Kepler, Vesarius, Bacon Nou Heliocentric, geocentric theory (who also knows who supported each theory) (planet)
Using smart web and mobile flashcards created by top students to honor world history,with the professor. Learn for quiz preparation and fun! next] 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 .. 200 data url= world history&gt;Support users have an ad-free experience!Exploration - Unit 3 Day 1: Thursday (10/15) Activity: Bell
work: Watch videos from space exploration missions PPR CNN (7 minutes) and Elon Musk (3 minutes). Space Exploration Read together: Introduction: Age of Discovery handout questions. HW: Ch.#3, Sec.#1 handing out exploration reading packets, answering questions on day 2 of packets Day 2:
Friday (10/16) Remote Learning Day for Google Classroom Activities: Ch.#3, Sec.#1を読み, answer questions in packets. (Deadline today) HW: Day 3 No: Monday (10/19) Activity: What do people do today to satisfy their sense of adventure? Europeans Explore the East, reads hw PowerPoint: Ch. #4#1
answer questions in packets / Tomorrow's deadline 4: Tuesday (10/20) Activity: Introducing Explorer Webquest Activity HW: Explorer Timeline due thursday day 5: Wednesday (10/21) Remote Learning Day for Goggle Classroom Activities: Working on WebQuest Activities HW: WebQuest is due tomorrow
6th: Thursday (10/22) Activity: How have you experienced the influence of Spanish in america or the US? (5 minutes) Read Ch.4's intro, #1セク EdPuzzle in Humanity: Our Story (Spain builds an empire). New World HW: Humanity: End the Ed Puzzle with our story. New World Day 7: Friday (10/23)
Activities: Watch Christopher Columbus Activity Intro Paragraph Ted Video on Columbus Day Discussion Technique Slide Watch (it's the third) Students write their responses and reply to the responses of two of their classmates. They need to find out what they agree with and what they don't. HW:
Christopher Columbus Reading / Completing the T-Chart Before Monday Day 8: Monday (10/26) Activities: Spain Builds Imperial PPT Loom Video on Guided Note HW, Answers Reading Questions Wednesday at 9 a.m.: Tuesday (10/27) Activities: Completing the PPT on the Atlantic Slave Trade and
Columbia Exchange PPHWT: 4, 3 and 4 a.m. and Wednesday morning Expedition research guide (Friday) Unit 4 quiz to answer guided reading questions scheduled for 0:00 (Friday) Unit 4 quiz friday day 10: Wednesday (11/28) Remote learning day in Google classroom) Activity: Students can complete



exploration research guide (Friday) and complete ch.4, Sec 3 and 4 guided reading questions (scheduled by tonight morning): Unit 4 quiz study on Friday 11th: Thursday (11/29)Play Kahoot to review for exploration quiz HW: Research/Research Guide for Exploration Quiz is due tomorrow. Day 12: Friday
(11/30) Activities: Take exploration quiz HW: No
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